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Preface
Groningen, 26 November 2020
Dear reader,
Almost half a year ago, on Tuesday 9 June 2020, we started our time as the 40th MARUG Board. On that evening,
we presented our policy plans and since then we have been working hard on executing the policy points that
were introduced in that policy report. In our opinion, we have made great steps, which we are very eager to
share with you.
Firstly, we have been working on improving the value for master marketing students. We are trying to organise
a two-day Inhousetour which combines the professional and social aspect of the event in order to give students
insight in companies and to connect students to their possible future employer. Due to the current situation
with Corona, we have to think of multiple scenarios how this event can take place and we are working very hard
on this. The Master Marketing Team Fall is helping us with the organisation of the Inhousetour. In addition, we
are trying to help students find possible future career options, we will do so by implementing the ‘Career
Consult’. Next, we have been working on optimising active membership, in which we are busy communicating
the value of being an active member within the MARUG. We will do so by promoting testimonials and ‘a day in
the life of’ videos on our promotional channels. In addition, we have been working on the revision of the
application process for active members. Finally, we updated the corporate image of the MARUG. We created a
consistent and coherent social media platform and we renewed the font used in our promotional
communications.
In this half-yearly policy report, we will elaborate on the execution and implementation of these policy points
and the results that have been accomplished so far. If any questions come to mind after reading this half-yearly
policy report, we are pleased to answer these at the Online Half-yearly General Members Meeting on 26
November.
Yours sincerely,
The 40th MARUG Board,

Noor..Dekker
Chairman

Ashley..Slootman
Secretary

Colin Kok
Treasurer

Sara Lindholm
Internal Relations

Bob..Visscher
External Relations

Jelle..Talman
PR & Promotion
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Agenda
Agenda of the Half-yearly General Members Meeting of the Marketing Association of the University
of Groningen
Location
Date
Time
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Online
26 November 2020
19:30

Opening
Establishment of the agenda
Announcements
Incoming documents
Establishment minutes General Members Meeting 9 June 2020
Secretarial half-yearly policy report 9 June 2020 - 26 November 2020
Round of questions 1
Financial half-yearly report 1 May - 1 November 2020
Round of questions 2
Any other business
Closure
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Minutes general members meeting 9 June 2020
Date:
Location:
Time:
Independent Chairman:

9 June 2020
Van Swinderen Huys
19.30
Job Wentink

Present:
Noor Dekker, Ashley Slootman, Colin Kok, Sara Lindholm, Bob Visscher, Jelle Talman, Jildou Merkus,
Mandy van Essen, Redmer Nijboer, Myrthe Boeve, Jasper Boomgaarden, Dennis Fokkens, Turhan
Sechilmish, Fleur Kamp, Claudia de Boer, Leonoor de Leeuw, Cato Barels, Emilie Wijnants, Gijs
Hatzman, Peter Links, Feiko Smid, Mick van Ottele, Rolf Hidding, Anne Klok, Tom Strating, Milou
Habes, Eva Mikes, Marieke Smerik, Eileen Gevers
1. Opening
Job Wentink opens the general members meeting at 19:22.
2. Establishment Agenda
No agenda items were received within the specified periods.
The agenda is established.
3. Announcements
Phones need to be switched off. It is not allowed to smoke in this room. Everybody needs to sign the
attendance list. If you want to ask a question, please raise your hand first. When asking a question,
please stand up first, and state your name clearly. If anyone wants to leave the room, raise your
hand, so the secretary can include this in the minutes. Please take the COVID-19 virus into account.
Respect each other and keep distance.
4. Incoming documents
There are two incoming documents.
5. Establishing minutes Half-Yearly General Members Meeting 11 November 2019
The minutes are approved.
6. Secretarial annual report 2019-2020
Jildou Merkus gives a short presentation.
7. Possibility to ask question about the secretarial yearly policy report 2019-2020
Feiko Smid:
Thank you Jildou for your presentation and congratulations on the nice
results. I have two questions, the first one was that you stated that 86,5% of
the members are more sustainable through the MARUG. I was wondering
how do you check this?
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Jildou Merkus:

Feiko Smid:

Jildou Merkus:
we

Good question, we had a question about it in our active member survey and
the result was that 86,5% became more aware. Because the question was:
Did you become more aware of sustainability due to the MARUG?
Okay, and another question was based on the half year annual meeting. You
were talking about a multi annual plan there, do you have anything on that
here?
Yes, we really focussed only on sustainability regarding this plan. Because
discussed it with previous boards and we believe that we want to give next
boards really a freedom about what policy plans to come up with, but we

did

Feiko Smid:
Eileen Gevers:

Jildou Merkus:

Eileen Gevers:

Jildou Merkus:

Eileen Gevers:

make some policy guidelines and of course a sustainability plan regarding
the multi annual plan surrounding sustainability. So we did not make it, but
some parts because we want to give freedom.
Okay, thank you.
Thank you so much Jildou, especially because you accomplished so much
even though the corona situation was not perfect, so good job guys. I have a
few questions. First of all, it was also about the long term sustainability
goals. I was wondering, you said you want to communicate this to your
members, but I could not see it on the website. Is this something you still
want to do or do you have other channels that you want to communicate
this to your members?
Thank you for your question, we don’t necessarily want to communicate
the multi annual plan to our members. But more to our next boards, so they
can work with this plan and maybe communicate the goals to the output
some more.
Okay, clear. Then my next question was about the criteria that you
established for companies to see if they were sustainable. You have
established the criteria about the sustainability page should be present at
the website of the company and that they should have clearly defined goals.
I was wondering, do you need that, well a lot of companies have those
webpages right now, because sometimes they want to greenwash their
brand. I was wondering if you were looking into stricter criteria for those
companies or this is it for now?
Look, we believe, of course there is always a risk of greenwashing of each
company. But we want to highlight the companies who do a report or get
those goals. We believe that is enough and by using our own common sense
in evaluating these rapports. We think that is enough for our
sustainability page on the website.
Okay, thank you. And then the other one, you checked off the point that you
said offering and promoting career opportunities at firms striving for
sustainability. I saw that a lot of the companies are mostly profit based or
are you also looking into companies that you want to promote career wise
that are non-profit organizations or governmental?
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Jildou Merkus:

Eileen Gevers:
Jildou Merkus:
Eileen Gevers:

Yes this was our first initiative regarding this point, we wanted to promote
vacancies of these non-profit organizations. However, we can not really ask
them money to promote their vacancies because they are non-profit. But
this could be unfair towards our partners that do pay for their vacancies, so
we decided to not focus on the non-profit.
Do you believe that there are other ways to promote career opportunities of
those companies or is it just by these vacancies?
Yeah we could think about things like, invite them to our events or those
kinds of things, but not promoting.
And then my last question, you spoke a lot about increasing member
engagement through your channels and so Instagram had a lot more likes,
etcetera. You also said this about your Facebook page that it has grown
substantially. And I was wondering did you analyse that data and did you

find
Jildou Merkus:

out what caused that?
I think the half year general members meeting presented this increase in
likes, I believe it was with an increase of 300 likes on the Facebook page. But
it was mainly that we actively asked all our friends to like the page as well,

so
Eileen Gevers:
Mick van Ottele:

Jildou Merkus:

Mick van Ottele:
Jildou Merkus:
Mick van Ottele:

Jildou Merkus:
Mick van Ottele:
Fleur Kamp:

it was more like an active approach from the board for this increase.
Okay, clear. Thank you so much.
Thank you, I have two questions. One about the sustainability career
opportunities, don’t you want to maintain some independence. So if I am a
member and I want a career opportunity and I do not want the job at the
sustainable company, then do you control for that so to say?
We still offer our separate career page for normal vacancies, but we want to
just give those sustainable companies a bit additional attention. If that
answers your question?
Yes, and companies are happy with that? Like who are not sustainable in
your eyes?
We didn’t receive any feedback yet, but I think it is fine for now.
Okay, thank you. And then one question about the increasing awareness,
because you state that you have a 34% increase in bachelor members
compared to the beginning of the year. But isn’t that quite a usual way in a
year, like at the start you have less members and at the end of the year a
little bit more. Shouldn’t you compare it with the same moment one year
before?
Yeah, I look at Mandy but it is compared at the same moment the year
before. Good point.
Okay, thank you.
I think I speak for the six of us to the board, but we are really proud of you
and you achieved a lot of goals and updated throughout the year. I have a
question about the member administration, you stated that you want to
increase the response rate of the mails you sent twice a year and you check
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Jildou Merkus:
Fleur Kamp:
Jildou Merkus:

Fleur Kamp:
Jildou Merkus:
Mandy van Essen:
Fleur Kamp:
about

Jildou Merkus:
Mandy van Essen:
Jildou Merkus:

with the provider. But what are the next steps and how do you want to
achieve these increases in response rate?
You mean the increased response rate on the emails to fill in?
Yes.
It would be nice to link an incentive or something like that to the emails. So
if you fill in the member administration, you receive the following. But for
now we already experienced some increase in update the member
administration by just sending one email. I think approximate 25%
responded on the email. Yeah, it could be something to think about what
incentive we could link to this email to make this number even more.
Did you check with the provider or the next provider maybe if Genkgo is
away, for the next step for the system?
I think I have to look at Mandy for this.
What precisely? So for what?
You said that you have looked for the provider and talked with Gengko
the possibilities, but have you looked at next steps to implement the
member administration system?
I think we did, right?
Yes
There are still things that can be improved the website and we made a list
and this is then for next year. It is mainly about the MARUG Pool and how

we

Fleur Kamp:

can optimise this even better and there are still some things that are not
good about the website yet. So, we made a list of improvements for next
year.
Okay.

8. Second round of questions
Rolf Hidding:
Well, thank you for your presentation. I have a small question about the
data
position you want to introduce in your second policy point. Are you only
dividing the data analyst position or also elaborate on this position as well?
Jildou Merkus:
You mean we also implemented other positions?
Rolf Hidding:
Adding differents upon this position or are you dividing more to this or are
you specifically adding this position to a current function?
Jildou Merkus:
Yes, usually the PR and Promotion function get an additional position: the
data analyst, it links well to the PR and Promotion. Usually he or she does
this with another one from the board, so two people.
Rolf Hidding:
Okay, thank you.
The secretarial annual report 2019-2020 is established.
9. Financial annual report 2019-2020
Redmer Nijboer gives a short presentation.
8
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10. Possibility to ask question about the financial annual report 2019-2020
Claudia de Boer:
I had a question about the balance sheet about the assets because I saw that
the IMac was depreciated with 2 euros. I was wondering why that is?
Redmer Nijboer:
Briefly explain it, so Dennis noticed this year, he had some experience with it
as well, that the IMac was really slow. You might know this as well. So what
we decided is to upgraded it, so we bought some new SSD drives to safe
stuff and also the working memory was also increased to 16 gigabytes, so
this made it significantly faster.
Claudia de Boer:
That sounds really good. And I have one other question on the, I do not
know how you call this thing. But I was wondering what are the
representation costs?
Redmer Nijboer:
These are costs for the MARUG to represent themself professionally, so this
can include memberships for different associations or attended fees for
conferences of different associations.
Claudia de Boer:
Okay, thank you.
Fleur Kamp:
I also have two questions about the sheet of the results of the board. You
mention that you have more bachelor members or more members in total.
But your contribution of the members is still the same as last year?
Redmer Nijboer:
This is partly due to the fact that we still have to collect some membership
fees of the second half year, which we didn’t do yet.
Fleur Kamp:
Okay, and then the printing copy costs there also properly the same, but you
stated that you are more sustainable and do not print anymore. Is it because
of the paper that is more expensive?
Redmer Nijboer:
Yes, we did print less, but at a higher price so more durable paper. And
there were also left over costs from last year which were transferred into
this financial year.
Fleur Kamp:
Okay, thank you.
11. Second round of questions
The annual financial report 2019-2020 is established.
12. Proposal to appoint Jelle Bouma as honorary member
Jildou Merkus gives a short explanation about the appointment of Jelle Bouma as honorary member.
No vote is desired.
Jelle Bouma is appointed as honorary member of the MARUG.
13. Installation Board of Presidents MARUG 2020-2021
Nick van de Gevel, Nienke Kroes, Frank Oude Avenhuis and Jildou Merkus are installed
14. Discharge Board of Presidents MARUG 2019-2020
Bas Wagenmaker, Nick van de Gevel, Nienke Kroes and Frank Oude Avenhuis are discharged.
15. Installation Supervisory Board MARUG Conference 2020-2021
9
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Jildou Merkus, Jasper Boomgaarden, Dennis Fokkens are installed.
16. Discharge Supervisory Board MARUG Conference 2019-2020
Frank Oude Avenhuis, Job Wentink, Bob Berends are discharged.
17. Installation MARUG Audit and Control Committee 2020-2021
Bob Berends and Redmer Nijboer are installed.
18. Discharge MARUG Audit and Control Committee 2019-2020
Robin Schoonveld and Bob Berends are discharged.
19. Installation Audit and Control Committee MARUG Conference 2020-2021
Redmer Nijboer and Colin Kok are installed.
20. Discharge Audit and Control Committee MARUG Conference 2019-2020
Bob Berends and Redmer Nijboer are discharged.
21. Installation MARUG Board 2020-2021
Noor Dekker, Ashley Slootman, Colin Kok, Sara Lindholm, Bob Visscher and Jelle Talman are installed.
22. Discharge MARUG Board 2019-2020
Jildou Merkus, Mandy van Essen, Redmer Nijboer, Myrthe Boeve, Jasper Boomgaarden en Dennis
Fokkens are discharged.
23. Break
Starts at 20:44
Ends at 21:12
24. Policy MARUG Board 2020-2021
Noor Dekker gives a short presentation.
25. Possibility to ask question about the policy MARUG Board 2020-2021
Rolf Hidding:
Thank you for your presentation Noor, it was really clear. I like the policy
points but I have some unclarities that I would like to get answered if you
can. First about the first policy point: improving the value of master
marketing students, for developing a tool to explore future career options.
You developing a questionnaire, on which bases are you making the
questions and how are you determining what the preference will be for
students and how are you separating this?
Noor Dekker:
Thank you for your question, well as I said we will look for opportunities to
develop a tool and we are still brainstorming about what kind of questions
we could insert in the questionnaire.
Rolf Hidding:
So it is still very much a work in process?
Noor Dekker:
Exactly, yes.
Rolf Hidding:
Okay, thank you. I have a second question about optimizing the active
membership. You want to revise the application process for active members,
well there are many ways to so, Do you already have a concrete plan on how
10
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to implement this and on which specific areas you want to improve the
application procedure for upcoming active members or this is also very
much
Noor Dekker:

Rolf Hidding:

Noor Dekker:
Rolf Hidding:
Eileen Gevers:

Noor Dekker:

Eileen Gevers:

Noor Dekker:
Eileen Gevers:

Noor Dekker:

Eileen Gevers:
Fleur Kamp:

Noor Dekker:

a work in progress?
Thank you for your question, it is a good question. Well, the application
process consists of several parts and every part will be evaluated and
adjusted if necessary. So yes, we will look for opportunities how we would
make it even better.
Could you then please enlighten me on what points of these applications
process was the bottleneck that you think in your eyes is the concrete
problem in the application procedure that might prevent or hold people to
apply for active membership at MARUG?
It is a good question, the process was fine, but there is always room for
improvement.
Okay, thank you.
Thank you so much Noor, it was a clear presentation and it looks good and
promising for next year. I have a few questions. First of all, you talked about
the MARUG Inhousetour and I was wondering if you already have themes or
companies that you were looking into for this tour?
Thank you for the question. We do not have that yet, we still have to look
into everything how we want to organise this, how many days, which
companies we want to include, we also need to brainstorm about this. There
are no clear plans yet.
Okay, thank you. I believe my question was already answered, but just to say
it one more time. The tool that you are going to develop, is that something
you already have or going to look for an external party to develop it for you.
Thank you, that is a good question. We will look whether we will develop
this tool on ourself or if we will make use of an external party to help us.
Okay, that is clear. And then lastly about optimise active membership, you
talked about the FEB Future Program and I was wondering how you are
Going to communicate to your possible active members that this is existing
right now?
Via our promotional channels, but this is also something we have to look
into. I can not say right now how we want to do that. We will have to look at
which are the best ways.
Okay, thank you.
I have also a couple of questions. The first one is also about the tool, you
already mentioned that you have to look into what kinds of things you want
to include. But do you also want to link this tool to the HRM system? Or to
the MARUG Pool form or is it only a tool for students to check what they
want to do or are interested in?
Thank you for your question, we have not determined on specific things yet,
but it might be a tool via which students can find out what their interests are
and on the basis of that information people will fill in the questionnaire of
the MARUG Pool. So, it will place a student better in the pools.
11
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Fleur Kamp:
Noor Dekker:
Fleur Kamp:

Noor Dekker:

Fleur Kamp:

Noor Dekker:
Fleur Kamp:
Claudia de Boer:

Noor Dekker:

Okay, but will it be a link between these two, the tool and the form?
Yes, perhaps yes.
Okay and then also about the inhousetour, there is mentioned that a
multiple day inhousetour has not been organised. Well, it is tried but it did
not work out. Have you also thought about which month or which days you
want to organise this tour?
Yes, we have brainstormed about this. We were thinking about a two or
three day inhousetour and we will take this into account in how we
determine how many days, what kind of activities, what kind of companies
we will include.
Okay, my last question is about the National Marketing Battle. Will there be
another event from the MAN or something that they want, or visible or
present somewhere else?
Thank you for your question, I do not know about that yet.
Okay, thank you.
Thank you for your clear presentation. I have a few questions about the
marketing tour as well, because as a student I know that it can be very time
consuming to spend multiple days for an event and I also remembered
filling out the questionnaire with questions about this, whether students are
interested in this. I was wondering, did you look at this and what were the
results?
Thank you, that is a good question. Yes we looked into the results, however
after evaluating the way we asked it, we did not ask the question in the way
what the goal of the question was. So we did not take the answers of this
question into account. But as I already mentioned we still have to

brainstorm

Claudia de Boer:

Noor Dekker:
the

Jildou Merkus:
Claudia de Boer:
Jildou Merkus:
Claudia de Boer:

about how we want to organise this event, so we will take everything into
account.
And then I was also thinking and I think you should know that the master are
going to split between a really intelligence date drive thing and a more
management thing. I might think that the differences between these two
marketing students might become bigger as well, so I was thinking did you
already think about how you can make such a marketing tour interesting for
both students, so the really data driven students and management students
with the differences becoming bigger.
Thank you, that is a good question. Yes, we thought about that, so one of
things we already brainstormed about is that if we want to organise this
tour, we want to make it attractive for both the management and
intelligence students, so yes.
Maybe it's good to add that the differences are not getting bigger because
the management master will also include some intelligence courses.
Yes, of course. But the data master is going to be more data.
Yes, but it is also important for the Management master.
Yes, sure. That were my questions, everything else has been answered.
12
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26. Second round of questions
Gijs Hatzmann:
I just want to ask something about the Marketing Inhoustour. I was just
wondering if you guys are going to organise this yourself or if committees
are going to help you with organising the tour?
Noor Dekker:
Thank you for your question, I think I already mentioned it perhaps our
Master Marketing Team will organise this event.
Gijs Hatzmann:
Okay, thank you.
27. Presentation budgets MARUG Board 2020-2021
Colin Kok gives a short presentation.
28. Possibility to ask question about the budgets MARUG Board 2020-2021
Eileen Gevers:
Thank you Colin for your presentation. I have a few questions, first of all I
was really wondering why you decided to make three budgets. Don't you
think a budget is an estimation by itself, so making three budgets means you
make three estimating, which means you make three budgets?
Colin Kok:
Yeah, that is a really good question, thank you. That is true, one budget is
already an estimation. Usually you do that based on certainties you have for
the coming year because you think most events can take place and you
know
what will happen in the coming year. We do not have those certainties, well
we have some indication of what will happen. But if we get a second wave of
the virus, maybe a lot of events will be cancelled and this is why we created
three scenarios to account for some of these scenarios.
Eileen Gevers:
And what will happen during the half yearly general members meeting,
when things have changed? Are you choose one of the three or what will
happen?
Colin Kok:
Well, we will definitely go down to one budget. I know for sure we have
some more clarity on the situation, meaning we can actually make a budget
that is more certain.
Eileen Gevers:
And how you can compare this too? Because you have three now and then
you have one, how are you going to compare which one is the one that
actually the good budget right now?
Colin Kok:
Well that depends on what will happen. Depends on which events can
continue and depends really on the future.
Eileen Gevers:
So, you may choose one of three that actually have realised acquisition for
instance.
Colin Kok:
Well, maybe one that fits the cancelled events or the situation best.
Eileen Gevers:
Okay thank you. Then my next question was because you said that the
promotion costs may go down, so the pessimistic scenario actually has less
than the neutral and optimistic. I was wondering why the promotional
clothing has not changed?
Colin Kok:
Thank you, as Redmer said that is something that is fixed. It is in the deal
with the company who is providing this, so this will not change.
13
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Eileen Gevers:

Colin Kok:

Eileen Gevers:
Colin Kok:
Eileen Gevers:
Tom Strating:

Colin Kok:

Gijs Hatzmann:

Colin Kok:

Gijs Hatzmann:

Okay, and then my last question was actually about the Recruitment Days. In
the optimistic budget you stated that the number is actually not even near
the normal positive results. I was wondering why you diminish this so much?
Thank you for your question. Because looking at the situation now, we will
have a lot less companies participating in this event. Meaning less benefits.
So I do think it is very realistic to say that these benefits will go down.
So you don’t believe that the €7500 is a more neutral situation and that the
€11000 which is normally the result is more the optimistic budget?
No, I do already think that €7500 is already quite optimistic
Okay, thank you.
Thank you for your presentation, I have just one question about the
scenarios. What is the pessimistic scenario, is that six months or three
months or a year. So, what are the scenarios based on?
Thank you for your question, very good question. It is not necessarily
entirely based on restrictions until then or then. It is just based on
pessimistic, neutral or optimistic outlook on the event itself. So pessimistic
outlook on the ComMa, is that it can not take place at all. I know that there
are a lot of combinations of possible scenarios you could think of. Maybe the
events will take place online, but it is just very difficult to account for all of
these scenarios.
I have a question about your policy plan. Because in the policy plans you
have the Marketing inhousetour, but I do not see any cost or benefits
associated with this tour in the budgets, nor in the marketing team
budget, so where in the budget is this to be taken?
Thank you for your question, good question. As we do not yet know what
the tour will entirely look like, so we also do not know the real financial site
of it. However, I do think that since we can add some companies especially
on the intelligence side, that we can get some more benefits out of the
event. Now it will usually cost money, so I think the bottomline is noting
much will change. I think both sides will go up.
Okay, thank you.

29. Second round of questions
Rolf Hidding:

Thank you for you presentation, I have one connect question to the question
you already answered. This is about that you said that the ComMa
Conference in the worst case there is no budget because it can not take
place. Then why for the worst case the festival you propose with JVF, there

is
Colin Kok:
Rolf Hidding:

even in the pessimistic case €600 of costs budgeted?
Thank you for your question. That is because the JVF Festival takes place in
May, so we are very hopeful that by then everything will be back to normal.
Okay, thank you.

14
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30. Other business

Feiko Smid:

Dear 39th MARUG-Board, All good things come to an end, and so does your
boardyear. Even though you as a board probably had one of the worst
imaginable things happen to your board year with Corona we think that you
can be extremely proud of the things you have managed to pull off this year.
Quite possibly the most outgoing board of the interim, you certainly made
the nickname ‘feestbestuur’ fitting. We would like to address all you
individually now.
The leader of the pack, the Frisian queen. Great time to be a Cambuur
Leeuwarden-fan I guess. While it looks impossible to keep this group of
people capable of working through hangovers and distraction, somehow you
still managed to do this. We wonder if this was because of your own skills or
because you got help from a certain person in your board with a hidden
agenda. I think everybody here knows who I am talking about, Dennis
ofcourse. Silent rules like no dating within a board obviously do not apply for
the chairwoman and you abused this well, we wish you the best together
and with your master in Rotterdam!
It has been a while since we have seen a nice vlog from you Mand, which is a
shame. You probably stopped making them because you are too busy hiding
German men in your house. At least that is what your neighbours told us. For
you the quarantaine probably was not as bad as for others, since your
boyfriend also is your roommate. Enjoy the lustrum committee next year and
we hope you do well with your accountancy master!
Redmer, you did not have the best of luck in this board year with first
Pfeiffer and now the whole lockdown-situation. But still, you managed to
achieve quite a lot this year. Besides questioning the financial structure of
the whole poppenkast here you also managed to start and even maintain a
relationship with Eileen in the interim. If that’s something you should be
happy about is, is something you can question, since she is making you wear
her bikini. Good luck on your master thesis after the summer and enjoy the
Lustrum Committee!
We have forgiven you for your mistake of calling us the ‘sukkeltje van het
interim’, after Sinterim. We hope the three chugs were enough to make you
realize the horrible mistake you made. When the normally humble and calm
Myrthe drinks a sip too many, she becomes quite the party animal. Ask
Victor, Bas or even Colin all about it! One of the two single MARUG-board
members. Now I think about it, why don’t you start something with Jasper.
Nothing is too crazy nowadays. Good luck with completing your bachelor and
have fun in the Lustrum Committee.
Maybe the person who is affected by the corona-situation most. Where he
used to be no stranger to the females, everything took a 180 degree turn
since March. Without any prey available and Jasper disliking Tinder, the
loneliness even made him go sports cycling. One broken collar and success
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Gijs Hatzmann:

Emilie Wijnants:

Cato Barels:

Leonoor de Leeuw:

story later, and here we are. Fun fact about Jasper, he asked me today how
late the ALV would be. He already is wondering what the hell he is supposed
to do the next few months without his board, a job, a study or a lot of
holiday plans. Maybe testing out Tinder again is not as bad of an idea as he
thinks. On a serious note, best of luck finishing your master’s thesis next
year!
If it isn't the owner of the famous spotify playlist Bier en Rieten, Dennis.
Besides his hobbies of watching romcoms and receiving make-up from Jildou
together with his roommates Dennis actually pursues a career in the
marketing field, which apparently is something almost unique in a MARUGboard. We wish you the best of luck with your marketing master, lustrum
committee and your retour trips to Rotterdam the coming year!
All in all, we look back to an awesome year together with you and hope that
we will see you around from time to time, which should not be hard since 5
of you will stay in Groningen for a while! We enjoyed all of you individually
and as a group, best of luck to you all!
On behalf of the 32 Risk Board, we had sadly only 6 weeks to get to know all
of you. In the six weeks we had a lot of drinks and socials together. We
especially remember our first day on the interim and coming to the MARUG
and taking shots. I think it was a fun day. We had love to get you all a bit
more and we hope to see all of you in Groningen and Jildou good luck in
Rotterdam. For the 40th Board, from the Risk Board, we hope to get to know
each other soon. Hopefully the interim will open soon and we will be near
each other in the coming months. We are looking forward to a great year
together.
Wij gaan het met z’n drieën in het Nederlands doen. Allereerst we willen
jullie natuurlijk eerst meenemen in ons jaar met jullie en hebben het
afgelopen jaar geweldig met jullie gevonden. Zo zijn er een paar
hoogtepunten die we gepakt hebben. Om te beginnen allereerste moment
dat we elkaar ontmoet hebben, ik had al een paar van jullie eerder ontmoet,
maar dat was in de vikingboot en ik weet niet precies of iedereen weet was
een vikingboot is, maar dat was nog best wel heftig, waar je echt heel hard
moet roeien. En we hebben echt gestreden en uiteindelijk verloren, maar
dat was wel echt om het jaar te starten een super mooi moment om met
elkaar te racen naar de finish en ons gezamenlijke conference jaar is daar
van start gegaan.
We waren echt met zn allen voor het eerst samen bij Eem thuis, de eerste
mix. Dat was een van de eerste keren dat we elkaar hebben leren kennen,
samen spelletjes gedaan, samen de stad in. Maar volgens mij zonder
Redmer, want die is naar een meisje gegaan toen.
En de rest van alle actieve leden van de MARUG leerden wij kennen, met het
actief leden weekend. Maar degene die we daar het beste hebben leren
kennen is toch echt wel Jap, want die billetjes van Jap zullen we niet snel
vergeten.
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Cato Barels:

Leonoor De Leeuw:

Cato Barels:

Emilie Wijnants:

Rolf Hidding:

Ook gingen we samen naar de EBF Party, indrinken bij Sjoerd, deze avond
belanden we helaas weer niet met z’n allen in de stad, want toen had Mand
haar hoofd gestoten. Dus die ging met een hersenschudding naar huis. Maar
was daarna gelukkig snel op het hok te vinden.
Toen we een beetje op het hok begonnen, toen hadden we best wel wat
moeilijkheden met het thema. Maar gelukkig was Redmer daar altijd even
om te komen checken hoe het ervoor stond. En anders ging het wel om de
begroting. Daarnaast kwam Myrthe ook altijd even langs om lekker te keten
als ze weer eens brak was.
Naarmate de Conference dichter bij kwam gingen we steeds meer stress te
krijgen en Dennis raadde de raamstickers aan en dit was echt een super
promotie en Jil hielp ons toen Louis XV moeilijk deed. Met z’n allen stonden
we uiteindelijk op het podium en wat hebben we die dag genoten. Myrth,
Mand en Jil konden eindelijk de schoentjes uit doen toen het klaar was. Die
nacht, we hebben er lang over nagedacht, maar we weten allemaal niet
meer zo goed wat er is gebeurd.
Het allerlaatste hoogte puntje van het jaar was denk ik toch wel echt, en ik
denk dat jullie dat ook kunnen beamen, het bedankdiner bij wereldgeluk.
Het culinairste all you can eat restaurant van Groningen. De pitchers bleven
maar komen en op een gegeven moment vond Dennis het een goed idee om
de boel een beetje op te schudden en kwam met een ontzettend grote box
aanlopen en hebben we met z’n allen die hele tent daar gek gemaakt.
Vervolgens zijn we nog naar de karaoke bar gegaan. Namens iedereen van
ons bestuur willen we iedereen heel erg bedanken voor het jaar, we hebben
echt met jullie gelachen. We hopen dat dit nog steeds blijven doen.
Daarnaast willen we jullie ontzettend veel succes wensen, heel goed gedaan
Noor net en jullie ook allemaal. We hopen jullie aankomend jaar ook een
paar avondjes lekker mee te maken.
Dear MARUG Board 2019-2020, Despite the turbulent second half year that
impacted your board year, you still managed to persevere with your
proposed policy and succeed in completing most (all) of it as well. This of
course is applaudable and quite an achievement. I would like to thank you
for your efforts this year and wish you the very best for whatever lies ahead
of you next year. Having said that, I would like to say a few words to your
successors, MARUG Board 2020-2021. First of all, congratulations with
becoming the next MARUG Board! You have presented your policy for next
year very well, my compliments for that. I am positive that I speak for the
entirety of the EBF Candidate Board 2020-2021 that we look forward to
cooperate and mix with you hopefully already in the summer or otherwise
next academic year. I have not yet had the pleasure of speaking to all of you
individually, yet I have inquired my fellow kandi’s and heard interesting
stories already! Starting with the chairman, Noor, we are likely to speak to
each other quite often next year. Therefore, it is of the essence to of course
maintain a positive relationship. Now, the bar has been set pretty high last
year, but I am confident that we can surpass that with ease and foster an
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Eileen Gevers:

incredible bond between our boards. Moving to your second in command,
MARUG secretary Ashley, I head you have been planning this Board year for
some time already. Having a boyfriend that organized MARUG Conference
before that can put in a good word for you, is surely quite strategic. Colin,
judging on last year, the relationship between EBF and MARUG was
intensified by a connection of your position and mine. Although that of
course is wonderful, let us not set the same goal. Sara, it is so nice to finally
see an international in one of the boards at the Interim. Although you might
not exactly be an international, you still come relatively close so I am glad to
notice that our board internationalization policy is working out. Bob, I heard
you have built up quite the reputation of arriving late to the party, albeit an
active members’ weekend (5 hours too late) or be it doing your TOEFL-test
for abroad. Has the main contributor to the board holiday has already been
found? Jelle, After all your EBF experiences you still chose for the MARUG
Board over another experience at the EBF. What did we do wrong that you
decided to not continue your extracurricular career at the EBF? Luckily we
still know that deep down you have a blue heart. All jokes aside, I would like
to iterate that we look forward to having a wonderful board year together at
the interim and I wish you all the best for next year.
Dear MARUG Board, They say that time flies if you’re having fun. Well, even
though we’ve had our ups and downs this year with the EBF MARUG
relationship, we can still say that we are sad to see you guys go. Our journey
started almost at the same date as your journey and the kandi life was a
good life so to say. We remember a lot of drunk constitution drinks and
socials where at least one of the MARUG board members threw up, snogged
someone or complained about the beer quality at the &ZO. I don’t think we
have laughed that hard about other Interim board’s hungover faces as we
have about yours. You all have successfully completed your task to be the
party board, even though we missed a few more vacations that the MARUG
always initiates. But the 39th MARUG Board can not be described as one, as
every single individual in your board has interesting stories to share. Let us
share some of the memories that we have made and that will last.
Let’s start with Jildou. You started your kandi period as the girl who liked to
taste everything. You ended your board year doing the same. We have dived
into the archives and found a precious quote that states your life motto:
‘Regelen is net als zuipen. Het kan elke avond.' Or in translation: ‘Snogging is
just like drinking. You can do it every night.’ Whereas some people live by
the sentence: ‘In elk stadje een ander schatje’, Jildou takes this to a whole
new level by living a year by the sentence: ‘In every boardroom een ander
schatje’. You already had bingo with Joost from the start, after that you
almost managed a full bingocard by checking all the boxes.. I mean rooms..
at the Interim. Risk twice, IBR twice. But to really win the game you needed
to go on and went for your own board. No, all jokes aside, we think you have
done really well this year. Looking at your results and everything you have
achieved, we think you can be really proud of yourself. And please let’s not
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forget that you’ve initiated the vrouwengenootschap. Even though I was
more a fan of chugging a liter of beer, you insisted women should only drink
rosé. Try practicing a bit more though. We wish you the best of luck in
Rotterdam and we think you will do great there! Look out for three of our
board members, as they will be studying in Rotterdam as well!
Mandy is a girl who is always up for some fun. And most nights this walks
totally out of the hand. Or escalated really quickly. Mand has a thing called
megalomania (grootheidswaanzin). With a few beers in your hand you
believe you can take over the world. Most of the time, this ends up with you
hanging over the toilet of ‘t Vaatje, you not being able to stand in ‘t Vaatje
and you being taken home from ‘t Vaatje. This problem seems to only
happen in ‘t Vaatje but nothing could be less true. Mand likes to enjoy each
and every social and constitution drink. And then your hungover face the
day after… Only Jasper can beat you at this. But we must say we love MAND.
We like how you send us vlogs in the middle of the night about you doing
your laundry. How you show us your map on your phone, the morning after,
of you walking so many rounds through the city. Of you counting how many
beers you will drink by writing it on your hand, but then just stop after 5,
and all of the stories about scoot mobiles. Our seccie can still learn a lot
from the seccie adt skills of Mand. She hopes you taught your kandi well, so
that they can do all the seccie adtjes you missed in the last period of your
board year. Oh and lastly a sentence you are more familiar with then I am:
Nooit meer RvT, RvT, nooit meer RvT.
Redmer is a boy who we have not seen much this year. He started his year
of right by getting a glandular fever (or Pfeiffer). Therefore he skipped his
holiday, all the socials and all the consti’s. If anyone does not know who I am
talking about it is the blond dude that was always drinking water at
constitution drinks and then left before 11. His first time drinking after
Pfeiffer during the vice-chair interim activity, of course, went wild. But even
with all those beers, you couldn’t beat the girls in bowling. After that your
plan was to get wasted on your birthday during an EBF Social. The plan was:
projectile vomit the entire &ZO. That will teach those EBF bastards. The
night ended poorly though with you falling off your bike and purchasing a
rather interesting online website account. Your drinking condition did not
get much better afterwards. Even though you are pretty good at pulling
those pitchers, you are not so good at staying on your feet. During the
MARUG holiday to Athens your fellow board members had to sober you up
with a lot of water and cola. But once again, Jasper always tops these kinds
of situations.. Apparently you were also all too happy to annoy the EBF
Board. First, thanks for making the kissing disease a treasurer disease and
deactivate our treasurer as well. Second, Bas would like to thank you for all
the disgusting kisses you exchanged in the EBF room with our chairman. As
we know the MARUG has some board members that have a habit of
switching associations, you have now chosen Risk to continue your career.
Best of luck, we are sure your financial qualities are well suited there!
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Dennis, the legend himself. The joy he expresses is extraordinary. He is
almost capable of everything: he takes every girl home, chugs a liter almost
just as fast as Joost, and is capable of putting an EBF-logo of 2010 on their
MARUG Conference poster. Embarrassing. We have heard that Dennis was a
real bad boy in his early days. With an earring and blowing up toilets with
nitrate we thought we were in for a scare. However, Dennis has proven to
be quite normal except for his summer holiday. He withdrew 10 days of the
free holiday days he had to work at a fries stand at the fair. No doubt he was
wearing his earring at that point again. Or was it Joyce her earring that you
slapped out of her ear during a Risk party? She still walks around with an
uneven amount of earring in her ear. But back to the fact that Dennis is
quite normal. He loves everyone and everyone loves him back, he wears
nice clothes and he even brings clean underwear to his scharrels. But those
scharrel days are over now, because he started a thing with his own
chairman. That’s a way to make sure you never have to do foetentaken
anymore! Good thinking! Furthermore, Joost would like to express that you
are a dick. Apparently you are not able to maintain friendships, because you
only had time for one cup of coffee during this board year. Sad Joost. All
jokes aside, we loved having you around Dennis; you are always smiling,
you’re literally down for everything and you bring so much energy with you.
Please stay like you are, because you’re awesome.
Japje, we like that you spend so many hours in our boardroom. Jasper will
still have a blue heart after all, and we admire that. Jasper, you are still more
than welcome to come back to your homeland. Bas says that it stays funny
that you have such a big mouth, but that your acquisition target had to be
levelled down. However, you did get a contract with Deloitte which is quite
impressive for the MARUG. We already said it in our speech last year, you
are really an act. Always keeping the act up high on all the constitution
drinks, flying in your suit to Vienna and then go so low in Vienna that you
walk away from all the way too expensive drinks to kiss the first stranger you
see in a club. Besides this, you have a talent of not being really charming in
pictures. Even your own board members sometimes describe you as
someone who might have some sort of disease. And you are someone who
keeps bringing yourself down. Saying you are a little mistake or a giraffe.
Japje, don’t be so hard on yourself you have a very cute face! Well atleast on
days that you are not hungover. Because if you are, the best advice is to stay
in the MARUG board room, lay down on the coach, and cover your face with
the blanket. There is not a single soul on the Interim who enjoys your face or
alcohol smell in the morning. Jasper, you have always been a good friend,
someone who likes to mess around and chill with us, so thank you for that.
And lastly, Hylke would like to say that she will miss the coffee dates a lot!
Myrthe, you started your year so good and set the bar really high after
integrating with our Bas. Unfortunately the only thing you two had in
common was rowing. Afterwards it went downhill; Tempting interim boys is
what you were taught, maybe it was even part of your internal policy if we
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Mick van Ottele:

Job Wentink:

look at all the ‘aanwinsten’ from the MARUG board of last year. You even
shared Victor with Jildou! Additionally, we’re wondering how many
productive Fridays you have had, because Jasper & Myrthe were the power
couple of being hungover; you could not see light in their eyes. Besides that,
you have not done your research as internal relations to the highest
standard. Most internal relations know that the largest part of the job is
stalking people online and giving them a call now and then. But you never
discovered that Luuk Platvoet has just recently left the EBF Board in 2019
and sent him a text to apply for the MARUG board! He was flattered though.
We really enjoyed doing the interviews for the Recruitment Days together
with you this year. It was not all hard work but also a lot of fun. Besides that,
we respect the fact that you still take some courses during your board year
and actually had an exam today. Not many of us could have done that.
Myrthe, thankfully you’re also staying in Groningen and some of our board
members are able to enjoy your company a but longer. Last of all, we would
like to say how much respect we have for the fact that you were able to
accomplish your entire policy in original ways sometimes. You can all be very
proud of that. We had a blast this year with all of you and we are going to
miss all the jokes and beers a lot! Best of luck for Jildou in Rotterdam and
the rest of you in Grunn.
Then we would like to say something to the 40th MARUG Board aswell. We
have not had any socials, constitution drinks or mixes together Which means
we have not come to know you j ust yet. However, since some gretige EBF
board members are staying behind in Groningen this might change quickly
once we see each other again, so be prepared. We wish you the best of luck
for next year, the policy and the board looks very promising.
We also of course have not seen each other as much as we should have the
last few months. But in the months that we have spent together, I think we
had a great time and with the last act of you as of the vodka shot after our
general members meeting of course. But we gave you as a present a nice
song I believe. For the 40th board, we have not yet met, but I hope
afterwards at the borrel we can make a start and maybe afterwards quickly
at the interim again and get to know each other better, thank you.
Then I like to say something on behalf of the 38 MARUG Board. Which is
unfortunately in dutch. Lieve Kandi’s wat mooi om te zien hoe jullie een jaar
na dato vol trots weer staan en laten zien wat jullie allemaal hebben bereikt
daar mag je echt trots op zijn. Het doet ons vooral ook goed om te zien dat
de groep die wij gekozen hebben zo hecht geworden is en aftermovie net zo
mooi is als die van ons. En heel goed om te horen van iedereen dat jullie de
trend van het MARUG vakantie en feestbestuur lekker doorzetten. Dat door
al het gefeest soms dingen vergeet worden, dat Mand zelfs op de
allerlaatste dag nog even Fleur moest appen nemen we voor lief. Dat jullie
met elkaar kunnen opschieten dat moge duidelijk zijn, dat was vanaf het
begin al duidelijk en is nu alleen nog maar bevestigd door Dennis en Jildou
die bestuurs liefde heel letterlijk nemen. We genieten in ieder geval nog
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Noor Dekker:

steeds heel erg van jullie snapchats en verlangen stiekem heel soms nog wel
terug na de tijd toen wij aan het roer stonden. Geniet voor nu ieder geval
heel erg van jullie vrijheid. Dan nog een klein woordje richting de kandi’s van
onze kandi’s, na vanavond gaat het dan echt beginnen. Jullie zijn, wat we
moeten geloven en wat we zo zien, een prachtige groep. En het is mooi om
te zien hoe enthousiast jullie zijn en met wat voor ideeën jullie zijn gekomen
voor aankomend jaar. Extra lichtpuntje is natuurlijk om te zien dat Ashley
van de PAC een stap maakt om bestuur te doen. We willen jullie voor
aankomend jaar ontzettend veel succes wensen en vergeet vooral niet te
genieten. Liefs het 38e bestuur.
Dear 39th MARUG board, April 14th, instead of sitting blindfolded in the
back of a car, we were sitting in our costumes behind our laptops. While
enjoying some corona, but not the disease of course (ha ha ha). Of course,
we would rather be dropped in Germany and finally meet you at the social.
Unfortunately, the circumstances are different this year. Although we have
not been able to see each other in real life and we have not been together
at the interim, you have been very helpful to us. In every possible way, you
have done everything to get us on the right track and were ready where
necessary. If the measures become more flexible, we will make up the time
we missed together.
So, Jildou, your time as the chairman of the MARUG is almost over. It is very
clear, and everyone has experienced this, that you have used your heart and
soul for the MARUG for a year. Quality and professionalism are high on your
behalf. You took your job as chairman very seriously. Like no other, you
know how to distinguish between time for serious business and time for
socializing. This is something that you as a chairman can be very proud of.
The group dynamism that you and the rest of the board radiate, shows that
even though you have been together 24/7, you still have a fantastic bond
and are really close with each other. Maybe a bit too close, Jildou and
Dennis? Because, dear lovebirds, rule number 1 in a board is without a
doubt "settling within the board is not allowed". Jildou, if all those guys you
devoured in one year weren't enough, is it now time for a keeper?
Unfortunately, you will have to start a lat relationship in the beginning, since
you will move to the city where the Erasmus University is located. In
Rotterdam you will start with the master Finance, a big step to move to the
other side of the Netherlands. We wish you good luck in Rotterdam and
hope to see you often in Groningen on our socials (if they will ever take
place...). The MARUG wouldn't have been where it is today without you at
the helm, thank you for your tremendous effort. We will do everything to
continue your success!
Mandje van Tichelaar gemaakt in Makkum. Mandje van Tichelaar. MAND.
Mandy van Flessen is a name that did not receive that easy. Are you sure
your parents fed your milk in the bottle and not accidentally something
else? Because holy shit, what can you drink. In contrast to Jildou, you can
drink. Next to your drinking skills, you are also a super capable seccie who
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has her business in order. You have managed to maintain a good overview
for the MARUG the past year. Planning, you were on top of that. Mandy, you
really are everyone's friend. Next year you will stay in Groningen and dive
into the numbers with the master Accountancy. You have not laid a
foundation as a treasurer, but we are completely sure that you can do this!
Fortunately, we are not yet rid with you and can we easily catch up the time
that we have missed in recent weeks. Dear Mand, without you this mess
would never have been structured like this! Thank You for your efforts and
Ashley will try to be as successful as you were.
Dear Redmeister. Last year has definitely allowed relationships to bloom.
While Jildou and Dennis started ‘working’ together outside of their board
duties, you managed to build a strong bridge with our partners at the EBF.
The combination of your blue eyes and blonde hair proved to be irresistible
to their charwoman. Not only did you do well with the ladies, your tasks as
treasurer of the MARUG have also been fulfilled superbly. From the start of
your board year you were always on the ball, so much even that Jildou chose
you to be the vice-chairman for the rest of the year. Some rookie mistakes
aside, we think that the MARUG should be very glad with a treasurer like
you and Colin will try his best to follow in your footsteps. Fortunately, you
will still have a say in the financials of the MARUG for the coming two years,
as you will join the advisory board of the treasurer. Apart from this, you also
still need to write your thesis. Hopefully this also means that we will see you
at many of our socials for the coming year, to make up for the lost
zuipsessies of the past two months. Redmer, it has been great having you as
a predecessor and good luck with your thesis!
Dear Myrthe. Now your year as Internal Relations, or in other words, the
“Facebook Stalker” of the MARUG Board has come to an end. As Internal
Relations, you have often heard that your main task of the Board is to
basically just stalk people, however, it is much more than just that. As
Internal Relations, you also have to drink an insane amount of coffee, and
you have probably drunken more coffee this year than an average person
drinks in their lifetime. Back in the days when you were still in the
candidate-board, you quickly received the nickname “de parel” or in English,
“the pearl” of 39. This is something we have heard old MARUG Chairman
Frank would agree with ;) Next to this nickname you also became somewhat
of a “mother figure” for the Board, earning yourself the name “Mama
Myrthe”. Besides all these nicknames, we have understood that during your
Board year you often had the Board’s stuffed animal panda on your desk, so
does this mean that you could be called “the panda” of the Board? During
corona-times you also fell for the hype of cycling, which we find quite
“burgerlijk” aka civil. Next to this oh so civil sport you have not yet scored a
“burgerlijk” relationship, however we have heard you have had quite some
luck on Tinder so who knows if that might change soon…;). Dear Myrthe, you
are an ideal Internal Relations. You are organized, enthousiastic and always
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Jildou Merkus:

up for a party. We find it a lot of fun that you will stay in Groningen and
hope to see you around a lot!!!
Dear Jappie, you have proven to be the party animal of the 39th board.
Pretty much no socials have gone by where you intended to take it easy.
And being hungover was becoming an every-day struggle for you. Your
commitment to the MARUG in the social field sets an example for us this
year. In addition to that, you have set up great events and made many
important contacts for the MARUG. Even when the possibilities were limited
by the corona crisis. It is nice to see that this position seemed to perfectly fit
you. You always keep your calm, you know what is going on and you would
never miss a phone call. You should be grateful for this talent, since it could
of course be difficult to learn new skills. Your attempt to take up cycling as a
hobby is a perfect example of this. Keeping your steering wheel straight is
not an easy task, of course. We hope that you finish your master next year
without any problems and that you can find a nice job after that. you have
built up a great network this year, so we are confident that this will work
out. We are happy that you will stay in Groningen for now and we don’t
doubt that we will still see you sometime on our socials!
And then last but not least, Dennis! As PR & Promotion, you made quite
some pieces of art, organised promotion stunts that rocked all of Zernike,
made plannings that at first sight looked like puzzles, ruled with an iron fist
over all the PR’s of the MARUG, and so on. Fortunately, it turned out that,
besides all this, you still had enough time to sow (zaaien) quite a lot around
you. And you know what they say, you reap what you sow. Because you
were able to seduce quite some ladies with your charms, with all its
consequences. And we completely understand that since you are a very
enthusiastic, chill dude who is always in for a dumb joke and a chat. Yeah
Dennis, apparently chairman is something you liked very much since this
year you will be the one and only chairman of the Lustrum committee! As
the boss of this wonderful committee we get to keep you for one more year
to ensure an amazing 8th MARUG lustrum. And if that is still not enough
proof that the MARUG can’t get rid of you, you will also the master’s
programme in Marketing Analytics and Data Science at the RUG. We wish
you the best of luck with this and are excited to keep you around at the
interim for one more year as Lustrum chairman.
Dear Noor, Ashley, Colin, Sara, Bob and Jelle, Firstly, congratulations on
officially becoming the 40th MARUG Board. It might be hard to realise, but
you are now officially in the MARUG Board of 2020-2021. But before you
came to this moment, we experienced quite a special transition period.
Normally, we would have had endless socials and events to experience
together, but this time we could not even meet each other without keeping
distance. Despite these weird circumstances, we did get to know each other,
but in a completely different way. It all started with you recording videos
dressed up as complete fools, but you proved to be real MARUG-ers as the
beers and ices went fast into your throats. During the day of your
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announcement it already looked as if you were best friends and we were
very happy to see that. Keep this up for the upcoming years even when the
times are more challenging. Don’t get too close though as you might end up
hooking up with a fellow board member. We will now tell something about
each of you separately, because despite the weird transition period, there
are some remarkable things about you all that we want to highlight.
Dear Noor. As the 39th Board, we have experienced you a little longer than
the other board members. Overall, this was a great experience for us as we
found new energy and your enthusiasm during all the events was infectious.
We also let you join one of our weekly board evenings which turned out to
be quite a ‘special’ evening for you. It was a regular board evening and Noor
was attending for the first time. As usual, we start out by eating a nice
dinner which is followed by some drinks. Our precious Noor was very
talkative and proudly stated that she would be able to go all night long. As
you perhaps can guess, the tide turned for the new chairman of the MARUG.
Around 9:30pm, one and a half hours after we started drinking, Noor her
head was hanging over the toilet bowl with the earlier consumed pasta
pesto in it. After, no words could be exchanged with you. In this respect
Noor, you have a lot to learn from previous boards and it is too bad that we
could not raise you a little better. Thankfully you can learn from the other
board members as well. We hope you will control your alcoholic behaviour a
bit better, because remember, as chairman you are the one who needs to
do the speeches at constis and socials. We are also curious if this board year
will bring you some wild nights, not just when looking at your drinking
behaviour, but will you have a bit of ‘kech’ behaviour when the bars open
up? We did not experience it yet, but please let us know if the ‘boor’ is
found regularly on your desk. Noor, we wish you good luck this year with
guiding the MARUG through these special circumstances and we have a lot
of confidence that you will do this successfully!
Dear Ashley, our new Seccie. Especially with you, we experienced some
difficulties with not seeing each other in real life. During all the board
meetings, your face constantly looked like you regretted applying for the
MARUG Board so badly. We admit that a board year is hard work, but
believe us: it is also quite fun! Luckily, you already had a very big MARUG
Heart before you joined the board, because two years ago you were active
at the Promotion & Activities Committee where you organised some really
nice activities for all the active MARUG Members. We hope you understand
that being the supervisory board of the new PAC next year, comes with high
expectations in organising the MARUG Active Members Activities. Especially
since three people of our board will stay active at the MARUG in the
Lustrum committee! There is also another link between you and the MARUG
before you became a board member, and that is of course Gerbert: one of
the previous MARUG Conference Board Members. MARUG couples are
usually very successful, so we are curious to see whether this relationship
will hold. During a board year, a lot can happen you know, but we hope this
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one will last. Remember to stay strong, especially when the MARUG Socials
will start again and all the boys will start flirting with you… Jokes aside, we
are confident that you become a great secretary and will master Genkgo
perfectly. Good luck this year!
Colin, you are the only foreigner of the FEB within the board. By following a
study at the faculty of science and engineering you have made yourself an
unique figure on the interim. Hopefully your different outlook on things can
help improve the MARUG further. But tell us, how exactly did you end up
with your board position? Being good friends with Jasper and Feiko has
certainly helped. For sure they have talked to you about joining the
illustrious interim-community. We surely hope that you won’t be as easily
swayed by sweetening talks when you are the treasurer. That being said, it is
unlikely that you will follow the same board year as Jasper or Feiko. From
reliable sources, we have heard that you are quite tame when your girlfriend
is around. Will there be a shift in behaviour once the social life starts again?
Jasper surely took ‘advantage’ from his role as a board member and we
wonder whether or not you will do the same. If you decide to sniff around
for some other lady-folk, please look beyond your own board. From our little
experience with you, we have noticed your humor is as dry as it could be. A
perfect fit for a treasurer. What on the first eye does not seem a perfect fit is
you being a sustainability officer, judging from the amounts of food that you
consume on a daily basis. Just so you know, beer is vegan, so if this becomes
the core of your diet, it could be suitable for a sustainable officer. We wish
you all the best in this likely-to-be financially challenging year. We are sure
you can do it.
Sara, you were 1500 kilometres away during the board announcement. But
despite this distance, we immediately noticed that you are not lacking in
enthusiasm! From your place in Finland, we felt a great dose of energy
coming from the other side of the laptop. We are of course very happy with
this, because it is up to you to provide the MARUG with active members the
coming year. But in addition to all this positivity and enthusiasm, we have
also heard other kinds of stories about you. For example, we have heard
from our friends at IFP that you sometimes find it difficult to determine your
limits. An excessive use of alcohol has even manifested itself once in a
broken leg. Although the MARUG is of course always best known as the
party board of the interim, we are not yet sure whether we should be proud
of this or not. One thing is for sure: Noor can learn a lot from you. Another
fun fact about you, is that your mother is a famous Finnish presenter!
Maybe you can make the MARUG famous in Finland? As a single lady in the
MARUG Board, we hope you will wrap all the handsome men around your
finger and enjoy your board year to the fullest. Well Sara, we are super
pleased to have such an enthusiastic, sparkling girl in the next MARUG Board
and we are certain that you will form the best committees in the coming
year.
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Bob, similar to Colin, you also had some insider information regarding living
at the Interim and being part of the best association there, as you were a
flatmate of Job. We hoped that, while living together, Job has given you a
good example of what being the External Relations is like. However,
unfortunately this does not seem to be the case. As the External you always
need to pick up your phone, wherever you are, whatever you do. This is
something that you definitely still need to learn, so maybe a little less ‘Mij
niet bellen’ and a little more ‘Ik ben de moeilijkste niet’. Luckily your fellow
board-members are already keeping track of each time you fail to answer
your phone, so we hope to see some improvements here. Another aspect
that needs some improvement is your LinkedIn-Profile. How do you think
recruiters will take you seriously, with only 99 connections and a baby
photo? A thing that you dó have in common with your predecessors is the
quality to gain weight. So in that case next year will be rough. You say you
are a sporty guy, so normally our advice would be to keep on exercising, but
we don’t believe swinging a golf club and riding in a golf cart will help you
prevent gaining those 10 kilos. Therefore, we would recommend cutting
down on the Tuna Subways, you are not in High School anymore. One last
challenge this year will be, just like Ashley and Colin, to keep your
relationship going, as we have already heard that at least one MARUG girl is
interested, so watch out! Bob, we wish you all the best as well. It will
probably be a rough year for acquisition, but we are totally confident that
you will make it the best possible year.
Jelle, you first came into our sight by joining the IME trip to Sofia.
Unfortunately, we couldn’t not make the trip in the end, but during the
preliminary phase we already got a good sense of what you were about.
Given your great attitude and enthusiasm, we were very happy to see you in
the 40th MARUG Board. While being a former active member of the EBF is a
little blemish on your resume, we figured we let it slide. In the end you
ended up seeing the light and you joining the MARUG is just another proof
that wisdom comes with the years. Despite your strange love for the color
blue, your heart has now turned completely MARUG Red, and we are very
pleased to see that! Although you were doubting between almost all
different positions, you ended up becoming the new PR & Promo and from
what we have seen so far this is a perfect fit. During the announcement you
managed to draw an impressive picture including all of your fellow board
members in their respective outfits. We hope to see a lot more of this in the
upcoming year. Of course being active on Instagram is also an important
task of a PR & Promotion, or will you also outsource this to a real Instagram
girl just like Dennis did? Having the right phone to post good Instagram
stories would definitely help for doing it yourself ;) But we are sure Sara will
be willing to do some Instagram stuff for you once in a while.
Finally, for all of you, do not forget to enjoy the coming year, as you will
experience a lot of great things, but time flies: before you know the year has
passed. Try to have a ‘besefmomentje’ once in a while, as this concept
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implemented by Dennis helped us to realise what great things we were
doing the past year. In addition, you are the lucky board to experience the
eight lustrum of the MARUG. We hope you are going to celebrate this in a
big way and we will definitely come and visit the Lustrum, so you are not
getting rid of us yet! With Dennis being the chairman of the Lustrum
committee we know for sure that the party part of the lustrum is taking care
of. We also have the promising transition weekend planned at the end of
the summer, where we can hopefully make up for all the missed nights of
the last months we would have drinked beers together.
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1. MARUG Foundation Conditions
The best choice for marketing students ánd marketing interested people!
MARUG Events are directed towards a specific target audience, where appropriate speakers and
companies will be attracted to. The events will serve to get students and companies into contact with
each other in a professional and social manner. The event offer will be evaluated each year and
adjusted where necessary.
The internal organisation of the MARUG distinguishes from other associations to make it attractive for
students to become active within the MARUG. The MARUG is a fun and social association, where
students get the chance to develop themselves besides their studies, and with a lot of interactivity
between committees and the board, and between committees themselves.
The MARUG also distinguishes itself from other study associations in Groningen and Marketing
associations in the Netherlands. The MARUG is attractive and innovative for (marketing)companies in
the Netherlands.
The member file of the MARUG consists of MSc Marketing students, marketing interested bachelorand master students of the University of Groningen and MARUG Alumni. The members will be
represented through the association, which adds as much value as possible to the MARUG
membership at all times.
In the communication, the MARUG is as progressive and effective as possible. The communication of
the MARUG is independent of third parties, and the media of the association shows its vision on
marketing as much as possible.
In the collaboration with the university parties, the interests of MARUG Members have the highest
priority. In this collaboration, the MARUG always contains its unique culture and character.
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2. Policy plans MARUG Board 2020-2021
2.1 Improving the value for MSc Marketing students
2.1.1 Exploring opportunities to introduce the MARUG Marketing Inhousetour
This year, the MARUG is focusing on improving the value for the main target group of the MARUG:
Master Marketing students. Since the Master Marketing student will very likely almost enter the job
market, giving students opportunities to gain insight in what it’s like to work at a company is of high
value. Via this way, the student will have the opportunity to possibly meet their future employer. In
addition, the MARUG highly values the social aspect within the association. In order to combine both
value improving events and the social aspects of being a MARUG member, one of the goals this year
is to organise the MARUG Marketing Inhousetour. This inhousetour will be an overnight event, in
which students will gain insights in companies and will be able to get to know each other better during
drinks and a dinner in the evening. The date of the Inhousetour is determined to be on 11 & 12
February 2021.
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 situation, almost all of the companies that were contacted do not
allow any external visitors for the whole year. However, because of the high potential and value of
this event, opportunities are being explored to still organise this event online. Therefore, the
Inhousetour will be a one-day event this year. In order to still involve the social aspect of this event, a
dinner and a social will be organised afterwards if the situation allows it. Currently, multiple scenarios
are being formed for the online execution of the Inhousetour.
Since this event is an extension of the already existing and very successful Management Tour, which
normally the Master Marketing Team Fall organises, the board is organising the Inhousetour in
collaboration with the Master Marketing Team Fall. Furthermore, students will receive a survey in
order to check if the event in its original form will be popular enough to organise it next year.
✓
✓/-

Collaboration with the MMT Fall
Adjust the event to the current COVID-19 situation
Organising the (online) MARUG Marketing Inhousetour
Evaluating the (online) MARUG Marketing Inhousetour

From the MARUG Board the Chairman and External Relations are responsible for the execution of this
focus point.
2.1.2 Introducing a concept to help students explore future career options
Master marketing students are a very small step away from starting their work life. Therefore, it is of
high value for MARUG members that the association is here to help them find future career options.
The MARUG already has tools for students to find career opportunities, such as the MARUG Pool and
MARUG Job Board. However, the MARUG does not offer a tool yet for students who still do not know
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what kind of career opportunities and companies suit them. For example, the culture and type of
workplace are hard to judge for the students based on the current tools.
The opportunities for developing an online tool have been explored. A tool, in this sense, would
indicate that this should be an automated process on, for example, the website. However, since the
MARUG highly values its close ties with its members, a more personal approach would better suit the
values of the MARUG. Furthermore, developing a whole new tool turned out to be very challenging,
costly and would not lead to enough increased value. Therefore, the MARUG chose to expand the
current process of helping students to find future career options by introducing a Career Consult. In
the Career Consult students can, contrary to an online tool, have a face-to-face consultation with the
External Relations officer of the board. This personal contact reflects the main values of the MARUG.
The main goal of the consult is for the student to find out what its interests are and to guide the
student in the process of entering the job market.
The External Relations officer has a well developed sense of which companies are suitable for different
kinds of students due to the many company visits and close contacts with the partner-companies. In
addition, the MARUG has a wide alumni network where MARUG members work at a wide variety of
companies. This network can be utilised to provide the student more in depth information about a
prospective employer which goes further then what the MARUG offers via their partners. An overview
of the workplace and position of the alumni has been made.
On the basis of this consult, the student is more aware of the possibilities within the working field and
has an increased awareness on what his or her interests are. As a result of implementing the Career
Consult, the value for the Master Marketing student improves.
For the next half year, this focus point will be formulated as ‘Introducing a concept to help students
explore future career options’ instead of ‘Developing a tool to explore future career options’.
✓
✓
✓/-

Determining the content of the concept
Creating an overview of the alumni network
Dedicating a part of the transfer document of the External Relations officer to the career
consult
Implement and promote the Career Consult
Execute first Career Consult

From the MARUG Board the External Relations, Secretary and Chairman are responsible for the
execution of this focus point.
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2.2 Optimising active membership
2.2.1 Revising the application process for active members
The current application process at the MARUG has been around for a long time and could use an
update. Therefore, it was of importance that this process would be revised and updated. To start, the
questions within the interview have been evaluated and adjusted where necessary. In addition, the
timeline of the application process has been made more consistent. A more efficient plan for the
process of applying, taking the interviews and announcing the newly formed committee has been
made in order to make the process more efficient and effective. On top of that, ideas are being
explored to add a new concept to the application process of a specific position within a committee.
For example, a potential PR & Promotion candidate could prepare something creative in advance of
the interview to demonstrate their suitability for the position.
Furthermore, opportunities are being explored to introduce a new and more efficient way for
potential active members to show their interest in a specific committee and thereby in active
membership. For example, ways of being more easily approachable via the website could be
implemented. Furthermore, possibilities regarding a MARUG ’committee information’ social are being
looked into. This social could possibly take place twice a year, at the beginning of both semesters. The
idea is to invite (former) members from all the committees. Students can come and have a chat with
them to get more information regarding the different committees at the MARUG and get a taste of
what it's like to be an active MARUG member. In the end, the renewed and therefore more efficient
application process will optimise active membership.
✓
✓
-

Evaluating and adjusting the structure of the application process
Evaluating and rewriting of the application questions
Exploring ideas of adding a new concept regarding examinating candidate suitability
Expanding options to show interest in a committee
Organising a ‘committee information’ social

From the MARUG Board the Internal Relations and Secretary are responsible for the execution of this
focus point.
2.2.2 Communicating value of active membership
Active members are of high importance to the MARUG, as they organize most great events the
MARUG offers. Therefore, making as many students interested in becoming active is essential. This
has always been done through all social channels such as Instagram and Facebook. In order to give
students a better idea of what being an active member entails and what value it holds for them,
various ways of communicating this value were determined.
Some students might not have an idea what being active in general means. This is why the Day-in-thelife-of-videos are a good fit for them. These short videos give a basic overview of what active members
do in their respective position within a certain committee. Furthermore, they show the social aspects
of being in a committee such as committee evenings. Footage for the first video has been filmed and
when editing is finished, it is ready to be promoted on the social media channels. Another way of
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enthusing students to become active is to show them how fun and valuable being active at the MARUG
in specific is via testimonials. Through the year, some students who have been active at the MARUG
for a while will be asked to write a short story about their experience with being active. These
testimonials will be posted on our social media channels before the appropriate recruitment period.
Furthermore, all testimonials will be made available on our website so students can read them at all
times. Over the past six months, a template for the testimonials has been created and communicated
to the active members. The first testimonials have been written, the next step is to promote them.
The last part of this policy point was to implement the FEB Future Program (FFP) in collaboration with
the FEB. This would allow active members to add being in a committee to their diploma. After
implementing this, it would have been promoted under students giving them added professional value
for their CV. Unfortunately the FFP has been delayed by the faculty meaning this is not yet possible.
The work done over the past six months was to create awareness of our committees. The Day-in-thelife-of videos with the purpose of visually displaying what a committee, with its positions, entails and
the testimonials to provide examples of unique experiences and skills that committees can teach
communicate the value of active membership. By putting more effort in communicating the value of
active membership through more visual and appealing methods, we took an important step towards
optimising active membership at the MARUG, which will be further built upon in the upcoming
months.
✓
✓/✓/-

Creating guidelines for Day-in-the-life-of videos and testimonials
Shooting and editing film for a Day-in-the-life-of video
Having active members write testimonials
Posting Day-in-the-life-of videos and testimonials
Communicating FEB Future Program

From the MARUG Board the Treasurer and PR & Promotion are responsible for the execution of this
focus point.
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2.3 Improving the structure and effectiveness of external communication
2.3.1 Updating the visual identity (corporate image) of the MARUG
The MARUG already intensively uses various social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook and
LinkedIn. However, a consistent, coherent and well-thought-out structure regarding social media
expressions was lacking. Over the last couple of months, in order to create a more consistent and
coherent social media platform, new templates have been made which are being used in all the online
promotional channels of the MARUG. Furthermore, the font used in our promotional expressions has
been changed with the aim of improving the readability while maintaining the desired image. These
new templates, including the new font, have been implemented on the Instagram and Facebook of
the MARUG. In addition, the MARUG Conference started using the exact same templates and font as
well in their promotional expressions. This created a more consistent, clear and structured visual
identity of the MARUG. These updates in the corporate image of the MARUG resulted in improved
structure and effectiveness of external communication and therefore resulted in a stronger overall
presence of the MARUG.
Implementing the updates in the offline promotional channels was not necessary yet. This is due to
the fact that students did not visit the Zernike campus as often as previous years, since almost all
study-related work is at home because of the circumstances around COVID-19. Therefore,
implementing the updated corporate image in the offline promotional material has not been done
yet. In the upcoming half year, new offline promotional material will be made. Furthermore, the
MARUG will further build upon the more clear, structured and consistent social media expressions.
✓
✓
✓
✓/-

Creating new templates for online promotional expressions
Utilising a new font for promotional expressions
Implementing new templates in online promotional channels
Consistent social media output across all channels of the MARUG
Exploring new ways of being outstanding

From the MARUG Board the PR & Promotion and Internal Relations are responsible for the execution
of this focus point.
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3. Policy plan regarding the committees and events
MARUG Board 2020-2021
3.1 MARUG Marketing Conference
The MARUG Marketing Conference is the biggest event of the MARUG and is known as a high-quality
event. The MARUG Marketing Conference is organised for students, members of the marketing
department and participating companies that are interested in marketing. Making the MARUG
Marketing Conference a success has several large benefits. First of all, each year the event attracts
new members for the MARUG. In addition, the event attributes to the positive image of the
association.
As the showpiece of the MARUG, it is of high importance that the MARUG Marketing Conference
differentiates itself, that the quality is high and that the event responds to themes that are currently
trending in marketing. The close ties to the marketing department can be of importance when trying
to attract speakers and participants and to make sure the quality of the content remains at the high
level the event currently has.
Over the past three years, the MARUG Marketing Conference has been organised in English in order
to include international students as well. Thus far, organising the Conference in English has been a
success. Therefore, next year the Conference will also be held in English. The next edition of the
MARUG Marketing Conference will be held on Tuesday 9 March 2021. The MARUG Marketing
Conference Board is only open for Dutch-speaking students.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG Marketing Conference
is formed by the Chairman, External Relations and PR & Promotion of the MARUG Board.

3.2 Media Team
The Media Team is responsible for several tasks. One of these tasks is the provision of marketingrelated articles and videos that are being published on the MARUG Website. The majority of these
articles and videos are being published in English. The subject of the articles and videos are current
and/or scientific. The posts of the Media Team online will contribute to the professional image of the
MARUG on the website and on social media, as the quality of the articles is high and the lay-out
professional. This will function as a business card for both students and companies. For the faculty
and the members of the marketing department, it is important that the scientific relevance is
guaranteed.
Besides the articles, the Media Team also provides footage that can be used for promotion of the
MARUG through increased engagement on the different platforms. Furthermore, the committee
organises a yearly theme week. This week will be used to highlight a certain theme and content related
to this theme will be published on a daily basis.
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This year, effort is put into improving and enlarging the Media Team committee. Due to the current
circumstances, engagement with active and non-active members through online channels is more
important than before. Because of this the importance of the Media Team has been emphasised and
their various tasks expanded, and the committee members have been given the freedom to use their
creativity in how they wish to execute their tasks.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Media Team is formed by the
PR & Promotion and Internal Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.3 Promotion and Activities Committee
The Promotion and Activity Committee (PAC) has a duration of one academic year. The PAC is
responsible for organising events for the active members of the MARUG. In addition, the PAC is
obligated to collaborate with the PR & Promotion to shoot photos at informal events. Examples of the
events the PAC organises for the active members are the Active Members Barbecue, the Active
Members Weekend and the PACjes-evening. The social and friendly atmosphere at these events
contribute to the informal image of the MARUG and help increase the commitment and appreciation
of the active members with regard to the MARUG. The PAC contributes in this way by intensifying the
internal relations and by strengthening the image of the MARUG. The PAC is only open for Dutchspeaking students. This year, the PAC has organised an online Music Bingo for all the active members
on 14th of October. Unfortunately, the active members weekend, which the PAC organises, could not
take place due to COVID-19. However, this weekend will be postponed to a date that is yet to be
determined.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Promotion and Activities
Committee is formed by the PR & Promotion and Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.4 Mind over Marketing
The purpose of the Mind over Marketing (MoM) event is to stimulate interest in the field of marketing
amongst students at both the Faculty of Behavioural and Social Sciences and the Faculty of Economics
and Business. Furthermore, this event has a deepening character as it depicts the relationship
between marketing and psychology.
As the Mind over Marketing event has proven to be very successful, the current approach will not be
changed. With the event the MARUG strives to bring state of the art developments in the
interdisciplinary field of Marketing and Behavioural and Social Sciences. Therefore, the aim is to bring
innovative companies and influential speakers to the event. The event will be held on December 2.
This year’s theme will be ‘Sensing your mind: how companies influence your brain and senses’.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Mind over Marketing committee
is formed by the Chairman and PR & Promotion of the MARUG Board.
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3.5 MARUG International Marketing Experience
The purpose of the International Marketing Experience (IME) is to provide a professional travel event,
in which students can experience marketing abroad. Moreover, this event adds to the international
focus of the event-portfolio of the MARUG.
To guarantee the quality of the International Marketing Experience, students are selected based on
their CV and motivation. In that way, the MARUG makes sure to bring enthusiastic students who have
a good understanding of marketing. One of the criteria is that students have sufficient proficiency in
the English language and this is something that will be highlighted in the recruitment. Like previous
years, the event will be open to international students’ applications. To guarantee the professionality
of the IME, the preliminary stage of the IME will include guest lectures by external parties that fit the
theme of the trip. By including this preliminary stage the participants will both get to know each other
and will gather information about the theme, which will add to the experience of the company visits.
In the upcoming year, the IME will be held in April. Due to the current Covid-19 situation, there is some
uncertainty about whether this event will be able to take place. The committee is currently working
hard on creating different scenarios as alternative options if the event is not able to take place in its
original form.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG International Marketing
Experience is formed by the Treasurer and Internal Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.6 Master Marketing Team
The Master Marketing Team (MMT) focusses on offering Master Marketing related activities. These
activities are of high quality and will fulfil the needs of the Master Marketing students. Also, the MMT
functions as an important intermediary for both the marketing department and the MARUG.
Consequently, the chairman of the MMT will attend the meetings with the marketing department.
The committee consists solely of MSc Marketing students as these are in direct contact with the target
audience and experience the study of the target audience themselves. Over the whole year, the MMT
is made up out of two committees: the MMT Fall and the MMT Spring. It is important to continue
operating in this manner, as the Master Marketing students experience a large amount of pressure
from their masters. So, by separating the MMT into a Fall- and Spring committee, the MARUG is able
to make the committee more attractive for students.
3.6.1 Master Marketing Team Fall
The Master Marketing Fall ideally gets formed in June and organises the Career Day (in collaboration
with the MARUG Board), the Management Tour and the first two (Pre-) Master Marketing Socials.
Unfortunately due to COVID-19, the Career Day was canceled. In addition, since this year we will
organise the MARUG Marketing Inhousetour, instead of the Management Tour. The MMT Fall will help
the board with organising this event. The Management Tour and MARUG Marketing Inhousetour are
recruitment events. Last year, the Management Tour was a big success. This year, the External
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Relations officers of the MMT Fall and the chairman and external relations of the MARUG Board will
do the acquisition of the companies visiting for the Inhousetour.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Master Marketing Team Fall is
formed by the Chairman and PR & Promotion of the MARUG Board.
3.6.2 Master Marketing Team Spring
The Master Marketing Team Spring organises the Intelligence Event and the last three (Pre-) Master
Marketing Socials. The Intelligence Event is a highly appreciated Master Marketing event that
highlights the unique character of the MSc Marketing Analytics and Data Science (MADS). While
appreciated, participation in this event by MSc Marketing MADS was relatively low last year. By
improving the promotion and timing of the event, participation will hopefully increase.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Master Marketing Team Spring
will be formed by the Chairman and PR & Promotion of the MARUG Board.

3.7 MARUG Inhousedays
A MARUG Inhouseday entails a company visit at one of the partners of the MARUG. The MARUG also
offers these companies the possibility to select the participating students based on their CV. This way,
these events do not only enable students the possibility to experience and see a company, but an
Inhouseday also provides a company the possibility to connect with highly skilled students.
Furthermore, the MARUG will keep focussing on improving the promotion strategy for the MARUG
Inhousedays, as this is something that can still be improved. Making the Campus Recruiters
responsible for the promotion regarding all MARUG Inhousedays in an example of changes that have
been made.
This year, there are several Inhousedays already planned. There is one Inhouseday planned at
Belsimpel on the 20th of april. However, due to the COVID-19 crisis, the other Inhousedays have not
been planned yet. Since it is very uncertain what kind of measures will be imposed at the time of the
Inhousedays, it is hard to organize these on beforehand. The MARUG is currently actively exploring
online opportunities for organizing these Inhousedays.
The MARUG Inhousedays are organised by the External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.8 Dublin Inhousetour
The Dublin Inhousetour offers Dutch and international students the chance to visit the headquarters
of innovative companies that are directed towards the online world. During former editions, visits
have been made to the headquarters of amongst others Google, Facebook and Airbnb. For this
Inhousetour, 30 students will be selected on the basis of their CV to participate in this trip.
The Dublin Inhousetour is a great chance for students to get to know the companies better, but also
especially to better orientate in the work field. In the past years, it has shown that companies are
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highly interested in recruiting the Dutch students, and they also hired students as a result of this trip.
This event strengthens the recruitment function of the MARUG. This year, the Dublin Inhousetour
cannot take place due to the current situation with COVID-19. Opportunities for an online alternative
are being explored. A possible alternative is planned on the 15th of December.
The Dublin Inhousetour is organised by the Secretary and External Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.9 MARUG Marketing Classes
The MARUG organises Marketing Classes with the goal to reach students in an early stage of their
studies, and to make them familiar with the field of marketing and with the MARUG. This will be done
by arranging guest lectures, and by delivering business cases for first- and second year marketing
courses of the Faculty of Economics and Business (FEB). These lectures and cases are prepared by
speakers from the business world which will help to give students more insights in the marketing
practice.
Previous years, there has been a collaboration with the course Marketing BDK of the BSc Business
Administration and with the course International Marketing of the BSc International Business.
Upcoming year, the MARUG will strive to enlarge the number of course couplings, by working towards
more collaborations with the remaining marketing courses of the FEB. This is also a good way to reach
bachelor students with an interest in marketing.
The main objective of the MARUG is to be the intermediary between marketing science and the
marketing practice. The concept of the marketing classes connects well with this objective. It is a
concept directed towards promotion of the MARUG, where the values of the MARUG will be
highlighted. It should be clear for participating students that the classes are organised by the MARUG.
The Marketing Classes are organised by the External Relations and Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.10 Plus Events
The MARUG has a lot of alumni members, called Plus-members. For these plus-members, several
events are organised throughout the year: a canal social, 2 socials, and the Plus Business Event. Last
year, the Plus Business Event was organised in collaboration with the Customer Insights Centre. This
year, the Plus Business Event could unfortunately not take place due to COVID-19. Besides this formal
event, a canal social will be organised in June, and two normal socials in October and February. These
socials take place in Amsterdam, where most of the Plus-members live. During these socials, the plus
members of the MARUG got the chance to catch up and to network with each other. In general, the
appreciation of these socials by the plus members is very high. The social planned in October could
not take place due to the current situation with COVID-19.
The Plus Business Event is organised by the Secretary of the MARUG Board.
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3.11 Recruitment Days
This year, the 27th edition of the Recruitment Days will be organised in collaboration with the EBF.
The Recruitment Days belongs to one of the most successful events of the MARUG. The Recruitment
Days is one of the biggest study-related events in Groningen. Besides, the event has a great brand
recognition, and has a good reputation amongst students as well as companies.
This year, the Recruitment Days will take place from the 7th to the 9th of December 2020. These days
are primarily for students of the Faculty of Economics & Business to orientate themselves on the
labour market and to get insights into the participating companies. Besides, students will get the
opportunity to explore the internship- and graduation options within businesses. The Recruitment
Days contribute to the brand awareness and the positive image of the MARUG, and intensifies the
relations of the MARUG with students, companies and the EBF. The Recruitment Days committee is
only open for Dutch-speaking students.
This year, due to the COVID-19 virus, the Recruitment Days are organized somewhat differently. Part
of the event will be online and there is still some uncertainty about the exact execution of certain
parts of the Recruitment Days. However, a clear plan is being set-up for this in order to still provide
the same value to students.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Recruitment Days is formed by
the External Relations of the MARUG Board and two functions of the EBF Board.

3.12 ComMa Conference
This year there will again be a collaboration between the MARUG and the association Commotie to
organise the ComMa Conference.
This year, adjustments had to be made due to the COVID-19 situation, and therefore the conference
was held online. The goal of the event is to highlight the points of contact between communication
and marketing. In this way, the participants will get familiar with both fields of study.
From the MARUG perspective, this event is interesting, because the target group from the CIW
students can be better served. Moreover, new MARUG Members can be recruited and the interest in
the MSc Marketing will be increased among this target group. This year, the online ComMa Conference
was organised on the 15th of October 2020. The theme was: The War For Attention: ‘’Standing out in
a crisis.’’
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the ComMa Conference was formed
by the Internal Relations and Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.13 Sustainable Marketing Event
The Sustainable Marketing Event was introduced last year, as achieving a sustainability label from the
Green Office was one of the goals of the MARUG last year as well as focusing on sustainability within
the MARUG in general. These goals were met but unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this
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event was not organised. However, as this event probably would have been a success last year and as
sustainability continues to be of importance for the MARUG, this event will be organised again in this
year. For this event, multiple companies that have integrated sustainable operations or strive for
operating in a sustainable manner would be invited to share their experiences. The goal is to have
both Dutch and International students participating in the event. The pursuit of the number of
participants will be again around 50. This year the Sustainable Marketing Event will be held on the
29th of April 2021. At the time of writing, the committee for the Sustainable Marketing Event is being
formed.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Sustainable Marketing Event
will be formed by the Secretary and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.14 MARUG Courses
From the academic year 2014-2015 onwards, the MARUG has started offering a variety of courses.
These courses can help students expand and improve their (academic) skills. This semester, the
MARUG is offering an online Introduction to R course and an InDesign course for students who want
to know how to work with R and who want to improve their InDesign skills. Courses that will be offered
in semester 2 are yet to be determined. The courses complement the content of the courses provided
by the Faculty of Economics and Business and, moreover, they help to broaden the students’
knowledge. The MARUG is also looking into options to offer other courses such as Python.
The MARUG Courses are organised by the Chairman and External Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.15 MARUG Campus Recruiters
The Campus Recruiters are students from the MSc Marketing for example, who gauge fellow students
for interest in internships and vacancies and communicate those who are interested students to the
External Relations officer. Last year, the Campus Recruiters were given a more clearly defined set of
tasks for which they will carry responsibility. In addition, the frequency and personalization of
communication between Campus Recruiters and the MARUG members was enhanced. To help
facilitate this, an improvement in the mapping of students’ interest was made, where the Campus
Recruiters were given a more active role. For the upcoming year, MARUG will continue to focus on
and integrate these improvements. MARUG Campus Recruiters is a committee that is only open for
Dutch-speaking students.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG Campus Recruiters is
formed by the External Relations and Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.16 Marketing Consultancy Group
Two years ago, the MARUG came up with a new initiative: the Marketing Consultancy Group. It offers
students the possibility to gain practical experience in the marketing field next to their studies. The
group will consist of approximately 6 motivated students that are currently in either their end-
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Bachelor, pre-Master or Master phase. The MCG has had great success over the last two years, so the
board is working on continuing the concept.
This year, in the first semester the MCG is organized in collaboration with FC Groningen. Students will
work on solving several cases for FC Groningen, both from management and an intelligence viewpoint.
This way, both master profiles as well as bachelor students are represented and thus students with
different backgrounds have been selected. The MCG will be closely monitored by the board in order
to ensure that FC Groningen will receive added value from the MCG and the participants will have a
manageable and educative case.
For the MCG in the second semester, a collaboration with a company has yet to be established as well
as recruiting a new committee.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Marketing Consultancy Group
will be formed by the External Relations (end responsibility) and the Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.17 MARUG Marketing Inhousetour
This year, the MARUG wants to introduce a two-day Inhousetour, which combines the professional
and social aspect of a recruitment event, which is of high value for both students and participating
companies. This year, the Inhousetour will take place on the 11th and 12th of february.
Because of the Covid-19 circumstances, the first Inhousetour will be executed differently than what
was initially planned. The focus this year will be on organizing an online Inhousetour in which students
will be able to get to know the participating companies through an online event. The exact
components of the Inhousetour are currently being established in cooperation with the MMT Fall.
As a result, the online Inhousetour will be a one-day online event which is planned on the 12th of
february.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG Marketing Inhousetour
will be formed by the External Relations and the Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.18 JFV x MARUG Festival
Last year, the first edition of the JFV x MARUG Festival would be organized together with the study
association JFV. Due to the circumstances with COVID-19, this event could not take place. During the
event the participants could paddle board, sail in a boat and barbecue. Arrangements have already
been made for this year and the day organisation will be handled by the PAC together with the gala
committee of the JFV on the 14th of May.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the JFV x MARUG Festival will be
formed by the Treasurer of the MARUG Board.
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3.19 Lustrum Committee
In February 2021, the MARUG will celebrate the 8th lustrum of the association. A week of celebratory
activities will be held from the 27th of February to the 6th of March. On the 1st of March, MARUG will
celebrate her birthday. The Lustrum Committee, who will be responsible for organising these events,
was formed in august. This committee consists of old MARUG Board members and old MARUG active
members. The specific activities that will be held will be announced later.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Lustrum Committee will be
formed by the Treasurer and Secretary of the MARUG Board.
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4. Financial Half-yearly report 2020-2021
4.1 Preface
Groningen, November 2020
Dear reader,
In the following section, the financial report of the past half-year and the prospects for the coming
half year for the Marketing Association of the University of Groningen are reported. As you will
probably understand, the first half of this financial year has been turbulent in terms of what was
possible and what was not. Unfortunately, due to increasingly strict measures against COVID-19, many
events had to be cancelled or held online. This logically had an impact on the financial results so far.
In order to somewhat account for the uncertainty this year, multiple budgets were listed at the general
members meeting in June. These accounted for a pessimistic, neutral and optimistic scenario. For
comparison with the current situation and the adjusted budget, the latter was chosen, as it currently
matches the budget the most closely.
Finally, it should be noted that, in contrast with the earlier budgets, a fairly large profit is budgeted.
This is due to a large sum of incidental benefits from unusable provisions. Since it is still not clear how
the situation surrounding COVID-19 will develop, it was decided that this will be saved for any
unexpected expenses related to changes in regulations.
With kind regards,
On behalf of the MARUG board 2020-2021,

Colin Kok
Treasurer
MARUG Board 2020-2021
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4.2 MARUG Balance Sheet
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4.3 Explanation balance sheet
Total fixed assets
Some dinner vouchers have been acquired to make up for cancelled committee dinners. A deposit was
needed for the external office for the MARUG Conference Board.
Total current assets
Current assets are lower because benefits from the Recruitment Days are not added yet.
Total current liabilities
Creditors are higher because this year it was decided that the board grants are managed by the
MARUG.
Total long-term liabilities
A large provision for this financial year was used.
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4.4 MARUG Board Budget
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4.5 Explanation of the MARUG Board Budget
5 Incidental benefits
Two unused provision accounts for the permanently cancelled National Marketing Battle and the
Promotion and Activities Committee were depleted. Extra revenue from the Recruitment Days was
added.
7 Telephone
Since the subscriptions for the land lines are cancelled, the only telephone costs that remain are extra
costs for the external relations officer.
9 Print and copy
Since the general members meeting is paperless now, these costs are adjusted accordingly.
10 Office
Because the working spaces on the interim are limited, the MARUG Conference was moved to an
external office, which brings extra costs for rent.
14 Travel
Travel expenses have been low due to measures regarding COVID-19, hence the budget has been
adjusted.
26 Provision lustrum IX
As the yearly result turned out to be more favourable than was budgeted at the beginning of the year,
this provision was restored to the usual amount.
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4.6 MARUG Activities Budget
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4.7 Explanation of the MARUG Activities Budget
1 MARUG Plus
Since one Plus social had to be cancelled already, the budget was adjusted accordingly.
4 MARUG Master Marketing Team
Due to corona, socials had to be cancelled and an event had to be held online.
5 MARUG/Commotie ComMa
The event was hosted online due to government restrictions, meaning less benefits and costs were
inquired.
8 MARUG Sustainable Marketing Event
Since the yearly result is more favourable than originally thought, the budget for SME was restored to
the original value.
11 MARUG Courses
The courses are more popular than initially assumed, meaning more benefits are generated.
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4.8 Approval
Statement of the Audit and Control committee
Following the assignment of the Half-yearly General Members Meeting dated November 26th 2020,
we have audited the financial results of the first six months for the financial year of 2020-2021 of the
Marketing Association University of Groningen, which started on the 1st of May 2020 and will end on
the 30th of April 2021.
Based on the audit we performed, nothing has emerged from which we should conclude that the
figures do not give a faithful picture of the financial situation of the association.
Groningen, 5th of November 2020
The Audit and Control committee 2020-2021,

Bob Berends
Treasurer
MARUG Board 2018-2019

Redmer Nijboer
Treasurer
MARUG Board 2019-2020
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5. Active Members 2020-2021
MARUG Board

Noor Dekker
Ashley Slootman
Colin Kok
Bob Visscher
Sara Lindholm
Jelle Talman

Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
External Relations
Internal Relations
PR & Promotion

MARUG Conference

Evelien Nieuwenhuizen
Milou Habes

Chairman
Secretary
and Theme & Speakers
External Relations I
Treasurer
and External Relations II
Day Organisation
PR & Promotion

Stijn Bouwman
Marieke Smelik
Jamie Postmus
Eva Mikes
Conference Day Organisation
Franka Roest
…………………………………………………………………… ……
Gijs Bolhuis
Jurriaan Meijer
Sophie van Huizen

Product sponsoring &
Acquisition
Media & Technology
Planning & Logistics
Promotion & Social Media

ComMa Conference

Chairman
Treasurer and Day
Organisation
External Relations
Theme & Speakers
PR & Promotion

Millie Fu
Hannah Niemeier
Max Hartendorp
Shaya Kathusing
Rinske Heuker

Sustainable Marketing Event

Not yet formed on moment of writing

EBF & MARUG Recruitment Days

Anne Klok
Joris van de Sande
Peter Links
Bo Willemsen
Charlotte van Woerkom
Maloe van den Hoogen
Eline Kortum

Chairman
Treasurer
External Relations
External Relations
Day Organisation
Planning & Logistics
PR & Promotion

International Marketing Experience

Jasper Doornbos
Hakhamanesh Nezami
Tess de Leeuw

Chairman
External Relations
PR & Promotion
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Lisa van Blokland
Hunter Joosting Bunk

Theme & Speakers
Week Organisation

MARUG Campus Recruiters

Marloes van Baardwijk
Marijn Meure

Marketing Consultancy Group

Tess van der Ven
Tijmen Jansen
Diederick Dorenbos
Bennet Siebold
Maarten de Jonge
Isabelle Ording

Master Marketing Team Fall

Anastasiia Ponomarenko
Marijn Meure
Thom de Jong
Annika Reis
Marloes van Baardwijk

Chairman
External Relations
External Relations
PR & Promotion
Day Organisation
and Treasurer

Media Team

Marnix Helfferich
Tynke Broekens
Jildou Speerstra
Amina Weber
Sara Barisone
Optimist Engbi
Shrayah Pooranan

Chairman

Mind over Marketing

Matthijs de Frankrijker
Gijs Vijverberg

Chairman
Day Organisation
and Treasurer
Theme & Speaker
PR & Promotion

Britt Groot
Saskia Hendriksen
Promotion and Activities Committee

Kim Postma
Nona Kamphuis
Emma Boer

Lustrum Committee

Dennis Fokkens
Myrthe Boeve
Sjoerd Bouma
Mandy van Essen
Emilie Wijnants
Ruben Zeevat
Mirre Debets

Chairman
Events I
Events II
Events III & Treasurer
External Relations
External Relations
PR & Promotion
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Ambassadors

Camilla Bodewes
Marijke van Ark
Hilgo Gabriels
Boudewijn Schrijver
Ramon Sloof
Wilbert van der Woude
Wencke Lesterhuis
Laura van de Merwe

Board of presidents

Nick van de Gevel
Nienke Kroes
Frank Oude Avenhuis
Jildou Merkus

Chairman Board 2016/2017
Chairman Board 2017/2018
Chairman Board 2018/2019
Chairman Board 2019/2020

Audit and Control Committee

Bob Berends
Redmer Nijboer

Treasurer Board 2018/2019
Treasurer Board 2019/2020

PR & Promotion
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6. Year planning 2020-2021
2020
August
10 - 14
15

Kei-Week
PLUS canal social

September
7
7-9
16
17
18
23
28
30

Introduction Day MSc Marketing students
MARUG Promotion Days
Online R course
MARUG Beginning of the year party (canceled)
Online R course
Online R course
Online R course
Master Career Day (canceled)

October
1
2
14
15
23

MARUG Social (canceled)
Online R course
MARUG Active members online music bingo
ComMa Conference (online)
MARUG Plus-social (canceled)

November
7-8
12
12
18-22
17
19
26

Active Members Weekend (postponed)
(Pre-) MSc Marketing Social (canceled)
MARUG Social (canceled)
Dublin Inhousetour (canceled)
InDesign course
InDesign course
Half Yearly General Members Meeting (online)

December
2
4
3
7-9
15

Mind over Marketing
Future Friday Webinar
PAC-jes evening & MARUG Social
Recruitment Days
Dublin Webinar

2021
January
7
28

MARUG New Year Social
MARUG Social
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February
4
11-12
13
27 - 6

(Pre-)MSc Marketing Social
MARUG Marketing Inhousetour
Former Board Day & Plus Social
MARUG Lustrum

March
3
4
9
12

MARUG Intelligence Event
MARUG Social: Chairman announcement
MARUG Conference
Active Members Activity

April
8
10 - 17
22
29

MARUG Social: Candidate Board Announcement
International Marketing Experience
(Pre-) MSc Marketing Social
Sustainable Marketing Event

May
6
12
14
21
31

MARUG Social
MSc Marketing Event
JFV x MARUG festival
Active Members BBQ
General Members Meeting

June
19
26

Option: Plus Canal Social
Option: Plus Canal Social
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